FICTION TITLES JULY 2024

All This and More by Peng Shepherd
Anthropologists by Aysegul Savas
Au Pair Affair by Tessa Bailey
Bad River by Marc Cameron
Black Bird Oracle by Deborah Harkness
Come to the Window by Howard Norman
Dallergut Dream Department Store by Miye Lee
Entire Sky by Joe Wilkins
Fiancé Dilemma by Elena Armas
Golden Age Whodunits by Otto Penzler
It’s Elementary by Elise Bryant
Leather & Lark by Brynne Weaver
Lost Story by Meg Shaffer

Moonlight Market by Joanne Harris
Navola by Paolo Bacigalupi
Nicked by M. T. Anderson
Night Ends with Fire by K. X. Song
Puzzle Me a Murder by Roz Noonan
Quincas Borba by Joaquim Maria Machado De Assis
Refiner’s Fire by Donna Leon
Slow Dance by Rainbow Rowell
Storm Child by Michael Robotham
That Prince Is Mine by Jayci Lee
Things Don’t Break on Their Own by Sarah Easter Collins
Toward Eternity by Anton Hur

JULY 2024 BLOCKBUSTER FICTION

Book of Elsewhere by Keanu Reeves
Breaking the Dark by Lisa Jewell
Briar Club by Kate Quinn
Burning by Linda Castillo
Cliffs by J. Courtney Sullivan
Conditions of Unconditional Love by Alexander McCall Smith
Confessions of the Dead by James Patterson
Death in Cornwall by Daniel Silva

Flashpoint by Catherine Coulter
Hard to Kill by James Patterson
I Was a Teenage Slasher by Stephen Graham Jones
Robert Ludlum’s The Bourne Shadow by Brian Freeman
Shadow of Doubt by Brad Thor
Summer Pact by Emily Giffin
What Have You Done? by Shari Lapena
Wilds by Sarah Pearse

Turn page over for more titles – titles may be available in other formats, such as large print, eBook, and audiobook. Please click the catalog link here or ask a librarian.
AUGUST 2024 SNEAK PEEKS

Angel of Vengeance by Douglas Preston  
Arkangel by James Rollins  
Backwater Justice by Fern Michaels  
Between a Flock and a Hard Place by Donna Andrews  
Born of Blood and Ash by Jennifer L. Armentrout  
By Any Other Name by Jodi Picoult  
Dark Wives by Ann Cleeves  
Fire and Bones by Kathy Reichs  
Joy by Danielle Steel  
Lost Coast by Jonathan Kellerman  
Mercy of Gods by James S. A. Corey  
Peach Tea Smash by Laura Childs  
Protector by Wanda E. Brunstetter  
Seventh Veil of Salome by Silvia Moreno-Garcia  
Spirit Crossing by William Kent Krueger  
Talking to Strangers by Fiona Barton  
This Is Why We Lied by Karin Slaughter  
Tom Clancy Shadow State by M.P. Woodward

DISCOVER DEBUT NOVELISTS JULY 2024

Body Friend by Katherine Brabon  
Bright Objects by Ruby Todd  
General Firebrand and His Red Atlas by Tathagata Bhattacharya  
Gilded Crown by Marianne Gordon  
Last Sane Woman by Hannah Regel  
Let the Games Begin by Rufaro Faith Mazurara  
Off the Books by Soma Mei Sheng Frazier  
Thousand Times Before by Asha Thanki  
Trouble in Queenstown by Delia Pitts
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